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Written in Black and Red: Murder as a 
Communicative Act in Mexico

Pablo Piccato

In the fourth part of his novel 2666, Roberto Bolaño writes about the re-
mains of women found dead in a northern border city. Page after page, 
he describes clothes, details from the place of discovery, bones. There is 
little else: only traces of victims’ identities, no unfolding resolution of a 
mystery, no detective able to find the murderer. The problem with murder, 
Bolaño suggests, is not discovering the truth behind it, but understanding 
its meaning, as if killing was a public statement by an unknown speaker 
we must nevertheless acknowledge. The mystery is less who did it (impos-
sible to know, most likely) as what they meant by it. Unlike other preda-
tory crimes, homicide excludes the victim from any subsequent exchange 
about its consequences, whether that involves punishment or forgiveness. 
The living are left to deal with it.1 

I will argue in this chapter that the living give meanings to crimin-
al violence by talking about murder, and that this operation informs the 
uses of that violence: murder is committed not only as an instrument 
to obtain advantages in politics or drug trafficking, but also as a way to 
convey specific messages. This means considering murder not only as a 
public-health or criminal-justice problem but also as a communicative 
act intended to be received and decoded by an audience. Homicide is the 
center of a field of public discourse that, out of a strong sense of moral 
condemnation of the crime, makes explicit the ineptitude of the police 
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and judicial system, and is therefore critical of the government in ways in 
which other, more strictly “political” areas of debate, are not.  

A similar approach was proposed by Thomas de Quincey in the fic-
tional lectures of the Society of Connoisseurs in Murder. De Quincey pro-
voked readers by assessing the aesthetic values of blood and crime scenes. 
What do killers intend to say? How should their act be interpreted? The 
answers to these questions in contemporary Mexico, I believe, are central 
to understanding the relationship between civil society and the state. We 
should remember that, already by De Quincey’s time, aesthetic judgment 
was essential to the development of a modern public sphere as a space of 
critical debate. By proposing an amoral perspective on crime he stressed 
the artificiality of dividing debates about art from those about other mat-
ters of public interest. Contemporary scholars have explored the value of 
criminal acts and languages as communication across media and social 
groups.2 A similar effect can be found in homicide in twentieth-century 
Mexico to the extent that it creates a field of public discussion, engaging 
audiences and transforming the rules for their critical exchanges with the 
state. Yet this story is not only about modernization. In the case of Mexico, 
the public use of homicide has contributed to an unprecedented increase 
of violence in recent years. Thus, in order to understand the changing 
rules of that public discussion and the weight of the past on contemporary 
circumstances, it is necessary to look at the meanings of murder in a his-
torical framework.

It might seem redundant to defend the value of a historical perspective 
on crime, but in the case of present-day Mexico it is necessary. The rise 
in crime since the 1990s and the subsequent moral panic has generated 
a cottage industry of consultants, think tanks, research projects. It offers 
“consumable” advice to federal and local governments, which in turn pay 
for most of the research.3 The result is the predominance of policy-ori-
ented perspectives that seldom look at evidence older than the ten or so 
years available in surveys or statistical databases, some of them of dubious 
quality but strong public impact.4 The problem is compounded by the fact 
that criminology in Mexico has not established itself as an academic disci-
pline with its own standards and institutional support.5 Paradoxically, 
the subject of “perceptions” of crime is increasingly important in the field 
of seguridad pública studies. Polls gather information about the public’s 
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views on the problem of insecurity without serious questioning of the cat-
egories used, and yet it is assumed that their results should have policy 
implications because they faithfully reflect actual variations in criminal 
practices. Polls and independent studies are necessary, it is argued, be-
cause official statistics are not reliable.6 

The questions raised by contemporary levels of violence seem so ur-
gent that audiences have no reason to consider the relevance of the past: 
it has never been so bad, we hear; memory provides only a golden age 
to contrast against the present. I will argue, instead, that a historical ap-
proach shows that homicide in twentieth-century Mexico has been a key 
theme in the relationship between civil society and the state and in public 
discussions about justice and transgression.7 Looking at changes in the 
meanings of murder during the twentieth century, I will suggest that the 
new modalities of violence, insofar as they respond to codes of meaning 
that are themselves the product of the historical evolution of murder as a 
communicative act, are in fact not so new.

This chapter will first examine that evolution in broad strokes: an 
overview of the trends in murder rates across the country will be con-
trasted with public views of increasing danger throughout the century. 
This will lead to an examination of the rules and media of public discourse 
defined around crime. The third section will suggest an explanation and 
a way to look at contemporary violence linked to drug trafficking. I will 
conclude by returning to the interpretations of murder in literary fiction 
and suggest ways in which they can be useful to understand the present.

Perceptions, Trends, and Practices
Murder has been too frequent in Mexico, but not to the extent that many 
people think. That is suggested by published judicial statistics since the 
late nineteenth century—the best long-term indicator, although by no 
means a complete accounting. Qualitative evidence indicates that murder 
was a concern during the nineteenth century, although not the national 
obsession it would become by the late twentieth. The paradox is that, even 
though the worry about murder has probably become more acute in the 
last hundred years, the statistical evidence shows that its frequency has 
been steadily declining. It is not clear yet how that long-term decline has 
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been affected by the recent spate of drug-related violence. Secretario de 
Seguridad Pública Genaro García Luna recognized the dissonance be-
tween decreasing rates of murder and increasing concerns about it, ex-
plaining it as a consequence of organized crime’s goal of spreading fear 
and demonstrating its power.8 

The difference between perception and actual trends is not new. Figure 
3.1 shows national rates of persons indicted for homicide per total popu-
lation, indicating a decline in homicide during most of the twentieth cen-
tury.9 Although rates are high today, they seem to be much smaller than in 
the years before and immediately after the 1910 revolution. In the Ciudad 
de México, where that information is available for persons sentenced, the 
rate of homicide per 100,000 inhabitants was 46, on average, between 1885 

 
Figure 3.1
Homicide Indicted, Rates per 100,000 Population. Mexico, 1926–2009.
Source: Pablo Piccato, Sara Hidalgo, and Andrés Lajous, “Estadísticas del crimen en 
México: Series Históricas 1926–2008,” https://ppiccato.shinyapps.io/judiciales/.
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and 1871, 31 in 1909, and climbed to 37 in 1930, decreasing thereafter.10 
The decline corresponds with that of criminality in general in the country, 
as witnessed by the trends of other crimes.11 Homicide seems to have con-
tinued a steady decline until the present. The number of homicides known 
to authorities (always larger than the number of people indicted, as many 
cases do not lead to arrests) has decreased in recent years, from a national 
rate of 37 per 100,000 inhabitants in 1997 to 33 in 2011.12 Figure 3.1 also 
suggests that, even if homicide has been a stable problem throughout the 
twentieth century, it has changed its places and trends in recent years. The 
Ciudad de México now has rates higher than the national rate, as do states 
like Sinaloa and Baja California—both clearly impacted by the expansion 
of the drug business and correlated violence—all of them contrasting with 
the historically low levels of Yucatán. The problem is serious but not as bad 
as in other places: a recent UN comparison gives 18 homicides per 100,000 
inhabitants in Mexico, against 33 in Colombia, 66 in El Salvador, and 5 in 
the United States.13

Decreasing and relatively low rates of homicide in Mexico are counter-
intuitive. Although homicide is commonly held to be a crime that is easy 
to count, while other crimes like theft and rape can easily escape the atten-
tion of institutions, in the case of Mexico we have to take this certainty 
with a grain of salt. Today, undercounting of homicides is widespread, and 
is linked to broader institutional problems. The frequency of disappear-
ances has increased significantly, according to anecdotal evidence but no 
formal count. If we compare the number of homicides identified as the 
cause of death by health authorities with the number of people indicted 
for homicide, the latter is consistently and amply higher. The difference—
an average of 65 percent more for the country between 1926 and 2005, 
and 91 percent more for the Ciudad de México—suggests that justice only 
reaches a limited number of cases. According to the Instituto Ciudadano 
de Estudios Sobre la Seguridad, between 1997 and 2003 the number of 
persons sentenced for homicide was on average 20 percent of the num-
ber of investigations opened for the crime.14 This is a greater problem in 
certain regions, such as the northern border in recent years. The work 
of other scholars suggests that the number of crimes never reported and 
prosecuted is very high, although it is not clear whether this situation 
has worsened in recent years due to the lack of long-term victimization 
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surveys.15 There is no conclusive evidence, however, that the limited num-
ber of prosecutions for murder could explain the declining rates: most 
likely, if we consider the qualitative evidence described below, the problem 
of impunity has been constant throughout the century.

Public concern about murder has never diminished during the cen-
tury. On the contrary, it grew as evidence of the corruption and ineptitude 
of the police and the judiciary was publicized and became a political issue. 
Famous cases of unsolved homicides and the evidence of impunity seem 
to have had more impact than any statistical analysis in creating concern 
among the general public. Another reason for this paradoxical difference 
between trends and fears are the patterns by which murder was commit-
ted and the ways in which civil society responded to it. 

Civil society plays a central role in the prevention of crime and the 
resolution of the conflicts generated by it. My own work on Mexico City 
and that of other scholars shows that communities that often lack the in-
stitutional support of a reliable police or justice system have found ways 
to deal with transgression, sometimes through the use of collective vio-
lence, sometimes by ignoring domestic abuse, but more often through 
shaming and different modes of informal reintegrative justice that try to 
restore a sense of safety to victims. These mechanisms, invisible to offi-
cial statistics and victimization surveys, are less effective when dealing 
with murder, particularly if violence includes powerful weapons or a weak 
state response. The increasing use of guns and the highly organized be-
havior of killers might explain part of the difference between trends and 
perceptions.16 

The practices of murder in Mexico have changed during the cen-
tury, with the increasing use of firearms over knives and blunt objects. 
Street-corner brawls were the most visible form of homicidal violence ear-
ly in the twentieth century. A knife fight between two men, provided that 
certain basic rules were followed, expressed the courage of both rivals, 
independently of the outcome. Although the vocabulary was different, the 
rules of honor were the same as in elite duels. Guns modified these rules, 
as they made it harder to express equality or even deliberate coordina-
tion between fighters: fewer people owned a gun—which could kill from 
a distance without exposing the body of the shooter.17 Guns, however, did 
not make homicidal violence random or arbitrary. After the revolution, 
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when many former revolutionaries came to respectable official positions, 
the image of the pistolero was associated with murder and impunity: he 
was the bodyguard and enforcer for politicians or criminals, close to if 
not a member of the police, an expert in violence always beyond the reach 
of justice. The use of pistoleros against political opposition, union leaders, 
or students constituted a kind of artisanal deployment of violence, yet a 
highly visible one, and thus symbolic of the informal monopoly on vio-
lence exercised by the Mexican state and the local ruling camarillas. The 
dapper pistolero used his gun to demonstrate his political clout, without 
any pretense of fair play but without shying away from his reputation. The 
gun in the waist was part of his outfit, a symbol of power similar to his 
badge.18 

In recent years, less individualistic and more efficient sicarios, usually 
working for organized crime, have come to represent the evolution and 
privatization of the pistolero. The gang known as Los Zetas is the best 
example: its founders came from an elite Mexican army unit trained in 
the United States. They still recruit new members from the armed forces, 
sometimes advertising with banners on city streets. They kill with over-
whelming use of force and little concern about police obstruction. Drug 
lords are making increasing use of this new brand of professionals of 
violence. From the beginnings of their large-scale transnational business 
in the first half of the twentieth century, drug traffickers tried to isolate 
their commercial operations from bloodshed, which they saw as a cost 
that should be kept at a minimum; bribes were always preferred to out-
right violence. Some groups, like the Arellano Félix clan in Tijuana, began 
to use careless violence in minor transactions in the 1980s. This lack of 
discipline, and the more aggressive yet still disoriented enforcement by 
the state in the last decade, has given the experts in violence a power of 
their own: the Zetas started selling their services to the Gulf Cartel, in 
Tamaulipas, but now engage in other activities such as kidnapping, rob-
bery, commissioned killings, and human trafficking. It was, in the words 
of one journalist, as if the organization of Don Corleone had been put in 
the hands of Luca Brasi.19 
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Murder and Publicity 
This new brand of violent criminals can be defined not only by their use of 
powerful weapons, abundant funds, and a complex, military-like organ-
ization, but also by their deliberate use of the media to further their goals. 
Regardless of the number of crimes they commit, their impact on public 
debates about crime is very high.20 This is possible because, as practices and 
practitioners of criminal violence evolved during the twentieth century, 
changing public interpretations of murder became the center of a distinct 
field of public discourse that found in the nota roja its best medium, first 
in the police section of newspapers, then through illustrated magazines 
and, in more recent years, on television. The genre got its name when an 
editor in Guadalajara had a hand smeared with red ink printed on the cov-
er of his newspaper in the 1880s. Scholars and art critics have explained 
the great commercial success of police news in Mexico by the attraction 
of gore and sex, the modernization of traditional narrative forms, and its 
ability to popularize criminological knowledge. This analysis has stressed 
the visual elements of its language: lurid crime scenes satisfied readers’ 
anxieties and other shameful pornographic needs and provided cues for 
direct, visceral responses to crime.21 

Homicide was the center of the nota roja because its consequences 
could be depicted visually in a way impossible to emulate in other crimes. 
The twentieth century in Mexico, as in other places, saw the development 
of a graphic language that filled newspaper pages with naked or decom-
posed cadavers, suspects’ mug shots, and the objects and traces of death. 
Illustrations echoed the stark contrasts and frontal framing of forensic 
shots, but added a sense of drama by their association with written narra-
tives. Victims, even the ones who were alive, could not escape the public 
display of the humiliation to which they had been subjected.22 In recent 
years the graphic imagery of death and murder has become an object of 
aesthetic and even commercial value, particularly through the work of 
photojournalists like Enrique Metinides and performance artists like SE-
MEFO and Teresa Margolles.23 

Without disputing the attraction of images, I would argue that, during 
the middle decades of the twentieth century, the nota roja was meant to be 
read, not just looked at, and that reading it involved a critical consideration 
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of the political impact of murder. Around or below the image, the head-
lines contain a pun, convey moral outrage, or synthesize the crime in the 
most direct words. They characterize victims or criminals in memorable 
ways: “The plumber who killed a cobbler in an absurd fight”; “He want-
ed to have fun and they destroyed his face with bottles”; or the famous 
“Violóla, matóla, enterróla” (He raped her, he killed her, he buried her).24 
The text of the article usually contains a wealth of detail that might con-
tradict the moralizing bent of the photographs, captions, and headlines. 
When readers bought Alarma!, the most popular magazine in the country 
since the 1960s, we can assume that they planned to take some time to go 
through the abundant copy, coming to associate one shocking image with 
one complex story. Figure 3.2 exemplifies the combination of narrative 
and images in the nota roja. Closely cropped we see, clockwise from right, 
the female suspect, held by a police officer; the administrator and owner 
of the hotel where the events took place; the two other suspects, also sur-
rounded by police agents; the exact place where the victim fell; and the 
body of the victim. The ensemble combines gore, the objectivity of crime 
scene investigation, and the shaming of mug shots. Events, consequences, 

 
Figure 3.2
Crime Scene Images. La Prensa, 8 January 1953. Courtesy of La Prensa, Fototeca, 
Hemeroteca y Biblioteca Mario Vásquez Raña, Organización Editorial Mexicana.
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and responsibility could not be depicted in a more economical way. The 
story explained the circumstances of the crime in considerable detail.25 

A careful reading was in order because press accounts were the basic 
public testimony of crime. They tended to adopt the perspective of the 
police, which provided much circumstantial detail. Stories were tightly 
organized around shocking events and disturbing personalities; victims 
were defined in a few strokes, as were other less prominent witnesses or 
suspects. Detectives, prosecutors, and judges were praised or criticized. 
Police news highlighted the role of the reporter. The hotel staff in figure 3.2 

 
Figure 3.3
Reporter Captures Suspect. La Prensa, 17 March 1959. Courtesy of La Prensa, Fototeca, 
Hemeroteca y Biblioteca Mario Vásquez Raña, Organización Editorial Mexicana.
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were portrayed in such an unflattering way because they “obstructed the 
job of reporters.” Although government agencies, sports, or social news 
were more desirable assignments for journalists, police reporters had a 
unique proximity to the story and some of them achieved some fame 
thanks to the sensational cases they covered. Reporters came to expect 
judges to give them unfettered access to suspects (which they could inter-
view and photograph at will, often on the presumption of their guilt) and 
to the records and evidence of trials. Nota roja reporters were so closely 
identified with the police and suspects that sometimes people mistook 
them for detectives surveying the crime scene and interviewing witness-
es.26 In one case, documented in Figure 3.3, a reporter from La Prensa was 
portrayed subduing a suspect. 

Reporters were important because they expressed readers’ right to 
have an informed opinion about a case, just like detectives or judges did. 
Reports included meaningful data that invited readers to produce hy-
potheses different from those put forth by the authorities. It is common-
ly argued that the nota roja is a genre in which moralistic opinion and 
morbid images hide the full political and social implications of crime, or 
where irrationality prevails. If we look at the coverage of some homicides 
during the golden years of the genre, however, we find detailed narratives 
that faithfully convey a diversity of voices and opinions. Police sections 
assumed, and required, a high level of engagement from readers. Small 
features in their pages revealed myriad interactions between readers and 
editors: letters denouncing daily problems of life in the city and trying 
to elicit official action; photographs of suspects or lost children, asking 
those who knew anything to call a telephone number. Press reports docu-
mented each crime, regardless of the official response to it. When relatives 
of victims wrote to presidents asking that murders be investigated, they 
added press clippings to prove that the case was real. Police news, in sum, 
conveyed a strong sense of urgency. It dealt with issues that, although not 
involving sovereignty or the overall political system, reflected directly on 
the issues of everyday life, such as security, urban services, and domestic 
relations.27 

We should keep in mind that the regime that dominated Mexico be-
tween 1929 and the last decades of the century controlled political news 
in newspapers with little need for direct censorship, relying instead on 
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advertising, loans to companies or editors, and envelopes thick with cash 
distributed to reporters. As a result, the political sections of newspapers 
barely covered social movements like the railroad workers’ strikes of the 
1950s, or the student movements of the 1960s, and all but ignored the 
fierce repression these actions met. The nota roja could report on the 
crimes committed by powerful politicians or their relatives, and expand 
on the private vices that would turn them into victims. Police news was 
popular because it had pragmatic, engaged readers. It was a guide to the 
dangers of everyday life, from domestic violence to street delinquency, 
from brutal policemen to corrupt judges.28 People dealt with government 
representatives through the roles of victims or suspects. In Mexico, this 
constant game (who got caught and who did not, who became a helpless 
victim and who avoided the danger) frames the reading of police news and 
the exercise of citizenship. The importance of the media in the context of 
contemporary violence is a consequence of the development of the nota 
roja as a prime scenario for political debate in twentieth-century Mexico.

The political meaning of murder is fully spelled out in presidential 
archives. A homicide’s dramatic consequences and the fact that the perpe-
trator often enjoyed impunity prompted citizens to demand justice from 
authorities, and gave victims’ relatives a political agency seldom asso-
ciated with the victims of other crimes. Regardless of their social back-
ground, these indirect victims were not afraid to name corrupt or com-
plicit officials and to argue that impunity meant loss of legitimacy for the 
government. Citizens’ petitions to the president in relation to a homicide 
came from individuals and organizations such as unions or neighbors’ 
associations. These petitions, part of a long tradition of public discourse 
in Mexico, asked for justice, and they seldom failed to refer to police news 
and to allude to the political implications of their demands. The archives 
of Mexican presidents, particularly from Lázaro Cárdenas (1934–40) to 
Adolfo López Mateos (1958–64), at the National Archives, hold many of 
these letters—an average of 1,189 files per six-year presidential period. 
Considering the numbers of indicted persons provided by judicial sources, 
at least 3 percent of all homicides in the country found their way to the 
president’s desk. Presidents took an active role, forwarding letters to the 
attorney general, following up on certain cases, and even offering security 
to relatives of victims threatened by freed murderers.29 Nobody saw this as 
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a violation of due process. Sometimes it was necessary to take justice into 
one’s own hands, or at least to give it a nudge. 

These letters provide detailed narratives of the aftermath of a mur-
der—in contrast with judicial records, which are only concerned with its 
causes, and with press reports, which seldom pay attention to the social 
cost of the crime. Petitioners tried to convey the impact of the crime on 
the lives of people beyond the courtroom and the crime scene. In doing 
so, they could not but express the uncomfortable fact that judicial author-
ities were helpless in front of the real power of pistoleros, caciques, or cor-
rupt officials. Appealing to the president meant that lower authorities had 
caused “disappointments” to those who were seeking justice. Balentina 
Esquevel denounced the local bosses who killed her son and shot her in 
the leg yet escaped punishment because they offered “beer and a good 
lunch” to the prosecutor.30 Murder gave some people enough courage to 
tell ugly realities to the president. In 1958, according to the relative of one 
of his victims, air force pilot Sergio García Núñez bragged that a judge 
was going to acquit him soon because the judge had received 50,000 pesos. 
Another suspect was paying 9,000 pesos a month to avoid indictment. All 
letters were more or less explicit about a basic political reasoning: eventu-
ally the legitimacy of the president himself depended on his handling of 
such cases. Or, in the words of one of these letter writers, “the people get 
tired, Mr. President, of so many García Nuñezes.”31 

Presidents were prompted to respond, we might speculate, by their 
sense of duty, but also by the fact that petitioners were not afraid to warn 
that their pursuit of justice would continue in front of the press. Such 
threats may sound strange given the extent of presidential power in Mex-
ico during the twentieth century. But homicide opened up debates that 
were not easy to control. Murderers at large were a stain on the reputation 
of police and judges, all of them political appointees, and a symptom of 
authorities’ limited power. Such revelations could have an impact on in-
vestigations: when a case of grievous impunity was mentioned in the pages 
of newspapers, the game shifted in favor of the complainants. Keeping 
homicides quiet was therefore useful for suspects. The above-mentioned 
García Núñez bragged that “by explicit orders of the Presidency news-
papers remain silent about everything concerning his case.”32 He did not 
have an alibi, but he had political clout and a media strategy. 
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With the same basic language and themes, the field of public discourse 
centered on homicide continued to expand during the twentieth century. 
It has been the space, for example, of denunciations against human rights 
abuses by police agencies since the late 1970s; it has provided the context 
for perceptions of the weakening of the Partido Revolucionario Insti-
tucional (PRI) regime, particularly the unity of the familia revolucionaria, 
following a string of high-profile murders in 1993 and 1994. While the 
nota roja continued as a popular print genre, TV shows emulated the same 
graphic resources and critical bent of the press—at least to the extent pos-
sible in the duopolistic and loyally pro-government television industry. 
President Ernesto Zedillo, who reached office precisely because of one of 
those murders (that of PRI candidate Luis Donaldo Colosio), and who 
would preside over the transition to the first post-PRI president, pressured 
a TV network to cancel a tabloid show (Duro y directo) in 1999. Videos 
of homicides had been broadcast even before they became common on 
the Internet.33 Recent years have seen the continuity of the communica-
tive uses of homicide, although now in a context that intersects with the 
booming economy of drug trafficking and the diversification of electronic 
media used to convey explanations of murder. Thanks to wide access to 
Internet video, television is no longer the privileged source for gruesome 
images associated with crime in Mexico.

Continuities
Since the 1980s drug traffickers, with their abundant cash and help from 
US gun suppliers, have introduced many and more powerful weapons into 
the practice of homicide. Again, as with the widespread use of guns after 
the revolution, the new tools did not result in uncontrolled and mean-
ingless violence. Murder became instead the expression of organization: 
anonymous, targeted, even if increasingly frequent. Professional killings 
have developed codes meant to be interpreted in specific ways: the mes-
sage is now conveyed by the violence inflicted on bodies (mutilations, 
usually decapitation) or the method used to dispose of them (wrapped in 
blankets, inside a trunk or a barrel); such are the consequences of failing 
to pay debts or show respect to those who control a territory. In some 
cases the crime scene is assembled in such a way as to convey a message, 
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usually a note on the body. According to New York Times correspondent 
Mark Lacey, “When Mexican homicide investigators pull up at the scene 
of the latest drug-related slaughter, they go through a mental checklist: 
How many corpses? What sort of wounds? And, finally, where is the note 
scrawled by the killers?”34 In order to convey specific images, bodies are 
mutilated or disposed of in certain ways. The Zetas and other groups post 
banners to recruit soldiers, or to take or disclaim responsibility for specific 
attacks—the now famous narcomantas. Criminal organizations have even 
published ads in newspapers.35

The relationship between drug traffickers and journalists demon-
strates the importance of these messages. Both money and threats are 
used to influence coverage and thus create the impression of control or, 
alternatively, of rivals’ weakness. Murder is used against those who refuse 
to follow orders, and Mexico is today one of the most dangerous coun-
tries for journalists.36 Drug traffickers might want journalists to cover a 
murder with ample visual resources, or not to cover it at all. In one case, 
a journalist was ordered by two rival gangs, under threat of death, to do 
both—to cover and ignore—the presence of a body dropped next to a 
highway. Criminal organizations might also use the press to put pressure 
on government officials.37 

Impunity defines drug-related murder. A police officer in Culiacán, 
Sinaloa, told me in 2008 that as soon as detectives see any sign that a 
homicide is connected to drug trafficking they close the investigation. The 
novels of Elmer Mendoza, a writer from the same city, borrow this fact to 
give new intensity and verisimilitude to the murder genre. His detectives, 
in Balas de plata and other novels, are robbed of the very questions they are 
trying to answer by the more powerful narcotics agents or by the narcos 
themselves.38 Public opinion sees policemen, prosecutors, and judges as 
corrupt—and evidence to the contrary is only anecdotal. A murdered cop 
is always thought to have been associated with criminals. There have been 
exposés of corruption in the press and dutiful reports of the purges and 
moralization campaigns within police institutions. Yet a large majority of 
self-reported victims of other crimes tell pollsters that they do not bother 
to present complaints or press charges. The women killed in Ciudad Juárez 
that inspired Bolaño only reinforce the skepticism. The growth of the drug 
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business and its use of violence in recent years now pose nothing less than 
a challenge for the political system to recover its legitimacy.39

Contemporary violence must therefore be examined in the context 
of the transformation of the Mexican public sphere during the twentieth 
century. This thesis is not intended to undermine other approaches to the 
problem of violence that emphasize socioeconomic or institutional fac-
tors. As with other aspects of the study of crime and violence, a multidisci-
plinary perspective is not a choice but a necessity. Yet looking at homicide 
as a communicative act should introduce a caveat that we could formulate, 
in simple terms, as the criminal imbrication of practices and public dis-
course: all crimes have explanations, yet explanations shape crimes.

In twentieth-century Mexico, murder created a field of public dis-
course, a space of debate that was open to diverse voices and not domin-
ated by one particular authoritative perspective; it was inherently critical 
of state institutions and agents. Murder generated narratives full of stark 
characters and visually strong scenes. Through the press, literature, and 
radio, homicide attracted broad audiences and constituted them into vocal 
publics that addressed the media and political authorities.40 Although 
the frequency of homicide decreased during the twentieth century, its 
visibility and impact on the public sphere only grew. This is the specific 
contribution of the approach presented here. Scholars have not been very 
good at reading the back sections of newspapers; looking for causes of 
crime, they have failed to explain consequences; their understanding of 
the nota roja has been biased by a view of crime reporters and readers as 
somewhat inferior intellectually. Criminals, however, have continued to 
produce narratives, using old and new media, and the public has kept on 
consuming them. 

Recognizing the imbrication of discourses and practices of crime is a 
necessary operation in any comprehensive attempt to understand violence 
in Mexico today and in other contemporary societies where insecurity 
has become a central political theme. Placing crime in the public sphere 
means considering its dialogical aspects, the communicative effects of 
violence, and demands for justice. Clearly this implies a critique of models 
that see criminal violence merely as a social or psychological pathology, 
the effect of irrationality, or the object of policies intended to control its 
threat. A public-sphere approach requires an analysis that pays attention 
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to the reciprocal interactions between multiple variables, some of them 
cultural, others socioeconomic. Located in the public sphere, crime and 
violence can be considered part of the interactions between civil society 
and the state that shape policies. 

A specific area in which this interaction is taking shape pertains to the 
problem of truth and justice vis-à-vis the tens of thousands of homicides 
associated with drug violence over the past couple of decades. Diverse 
voices have acquired prominence through their demand that the lack of 
investigations and the impunity that characterizes the contemporary situ-
ation be redressed. The lack of information about most murders suggests 
a degree of participation on the part of the armed forces and paramilitary 
groups that is already framing an agenda of memory, accountability, and 
the right to truth that will likely continue into the presidency of Andrés 
Manuel López Obrador. The need for a truth commission has been men-
tioned by Olga Sánchez Cordero, López Obrador’s choice for secretaria de 
gobernación.41

By the end of the fourth part of Bolaño’s 2666, a Mexican politician, 
frustrated by the lack of action on the murders of women, pleaded with 
journalist Sergio González Rodríguez to continue publishing about the 
murders. She sees no other option: she cannot give the information to US 
authorities because she is Mexican; and because the Mexican police will 
do nothing, she concludes that “I am left with the press.” The journal-
ist answers: “here nobody censors and nobody reads, but the press is a 
different thing. Newspapers are read, at least the headlines.”42 González 
Rodríguez was a real journalist who sent Bolaño, then writing in Spain, 
the information about the Ciudad Juárez killings he needed for his novel. 
González Rodríguez also wrote his own book about the case, Huesos en el 
desierto. It starts and ends with an old proverb that today we can read as a 
reflection on the meaning of murder for those who survive it: “Let others 
know what you remember; they will thus be able to read what is recorded 
in red ink in order to understand what is written in black.”43
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